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THE LIMITATIONS OF HOMO NOVIS
(Editor's foreword• L RON HUBBARD 
pulled no punches when he wrote these 
words, first published early in 1952. The 
importance of theta clearing could not be 
more clearly or vigorously described.)

The theta being is the principle target 
of the auditor.

The pre-clear is the theta being.

A  homo novis is limited in his self-deter
minism by all the economic and social 
restrictions of an aberrated society. He is 
not free of the need for food, clothing or 
shelter. He dies when you get him too cold, 
he perishes when the oxygen content drops 
too low. He is living in a tolerance band 
which keeps him cramped to the face of 
one second rate planet in a tenth rate 
system, prey to all the ill will that blows. 
Is this being free or self-determined? Maybe 
he is good enough to overlord his fellows 
into a security for himself never before 
possible. But that is his only real route 
toward security. He must fight and command 
for his three squares, he must use police 
protection in order to keep himself free of 
bullet holes and bumper marks. Compared 
to a homo sapiens, homo novis is very high 
and god-like. Compared to a truly self- 
determined being, homo novis is an ant 
ready to die under anybody’s misstep.

This universe is a rough universe. It is 
a terrible and deadly universe. Only the 
strong survive it, only the ruthless can own 
it. Given one weak spot a being cannot 
long endure, for this universe will search it 
out and enlarge it and probe it until that 
weak spot is a festering wound so large that 
the being is engulfed by his own sores.

Fighting this battle for survival, and fight 
it he must, a being in the MEST universe 
cannot seem to afford decency or charity or

ethics; he cannot afford any weakness, any 
mercy. The moment he does he is lost—  
for he is surrounded by chilled, coarse rock 
and molten energy which, no matter the 
state of aberration of his social surround
ings, will engulf him the instant that he 
ceases to obey the very laws of MEST.

This is a universe of force. It is not a 
universe of reason. Brutal, unthinking, with
out decency or mercy, MEST force awaits 
with punishment any being with any weak
ness.

The possession of a MEST body is a 
liability, for through that body the being 
can be given pain, can be regimented by 
the routine demands of eating and care from 
harm until at the very, very highest he can 
be but a puppet dancing to the spin of some 
unthinking planet under the strong glare of 
a remote and careless sun. Under these 
conditions a being, burdened with the care 
and liability of a body, made uncertain by 
an unknowingness, bows to strange and non
existent gods, resorts to terrible make-shifts 
in lieu of justice, cringes before the mightier 
bomb, the sharper blade.

NEWS FOR SUBSCRIBERS
Coincident with a decision by L. RON 
HUBBARD to have many of his important 
new works published in the journal, plans 
have been made to standardize regular 
issues at four pages each, and to publish 
special issues of twelve or sixteen pages. 
The first of these special issues, 16-G, 
contained “THIS IS SCIENTOLOGY, SCI
ENCE OF CERTAINTY.” Scheduled to ap
pear soon are “The Facsimile, its Origin, 
Behaviour and Solution” and “The Logs 
and Axioms.” Subscribers will receive all 
issues of SCIENTOLOGY without addi
tional charge.

You have examined an engram. A  stand
ard engram is simply the collision of the 
body with the MEST universe with sufficient 
impact to produce the confusion of attention 
known as “unconsciousness.”

Should you care to make a test, just run 
“care of the body” as a total therapy. You 
will discover that by running out the postu
lates of a PC about his body and its care 
and his injunctions and insistences to others 
that they care for their bodies you can pro
duce soaring changes in tone. An entire 
book can be written concering this therapy. 
An entire book has been written about it—  
the first book in Dianetics. This therapy 
could be styled, "The efforts of a theta 
being to reconcile the frailty of a MEST body 
with the ethics of a theta being.” They do 
not reconcile, these two. Schopenhauer, 
Zeno and names without number in phi
losophy have been trying to make this 
reconciliation for eons. One says, “ Defeat 
it all and die, for only by dying can you 
defeat it.” Another says, “You can’t win, 
therefore the only victory is in refusing to 
try to win."

Christianity and a million other— anities 
have struggled with this problem and the 
result is a pot-pourri of answers, none of 
which can reconcile the problem. You have 
a soul— it goes off somewhere, you don't 
know about it. You are a soul, you don't 
know about it.

Today we live in a vast cult called “W or
ship the body.” Medical doctors, school 
teachers, parents, traffic officers, the whole 
society unites into this war-cry, “Care for 
the body.” This stems from the concept 
that the body is all that one has, that he 
will have just one body, that his total devo
tion is the care of that body.
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A  body is a vegetable. It is not even 
a sentient vegetable, for it lacks perception 
in the whole theta range. Like any vegetable 
it grows from seed and has habit patterns 
which help it survive. And, like any vege
table, one way or another, it gets used by 
others.

Early theta beings saw MEST bodies 
acting and being as though they were self- 
motivated. This was a curiosity. The early 
theta being did not know that these MEST 
bodies depended wholly for their wits upon 
the guidance of a decayed theta being. 
The bodies looked like entities of consider
able force and skill. The theta beingness of 
them was hidden and unapparent. Thus, 
even theta beings have been fooled by 
MEST bodies.

A  MEST body, whether it belongs to the 
race of Man or the race of ants is only an 
animated vegetable. Given a theta being 
to guide it, it becomes part of a composite 
such as homo sapiens. Here we have a theta 
being, decayed into unknowingness, de
voted to the care of a MEST body. The “ I” 
of this body, the actual volition of it, all its 
wits and skills are theta things derived from 
the guidance of a theta being. By itself the 
body would live, walk around, react, sleep, 
kill, and direct an existence no better than 
that of a field mouse or a zombie. Put a 
theta being over it and it becomes possessed 
of ethics and morals and direction and goals 
and the ability to reason; it becomes this 
strange thing called homo sapiens, a being 
above animals and yet an animal.

Give this MEST body a phychotic theta 
being and you get a sort of Frankenstein's 
monster. Give this MEST body a nearly un
conscious theta being and you get a zombie.

The body is a carbon-oxygen engine 
which runs at 98.6° F. The theta being is 
the engineer running this engine in a homo 
sapiens. There is already an entity running 
this engine, the genetic entity, but there is 
here only a total devotion to avoiding pain, 
seeking survival factors of the meanest sort, 
begetting new MEST bodies. Every cell in

that body has its own theta— the genetic 
entity is theta. A  theta being is something 
else entirely.

In the first place, the theta being came 
info being without the need of a MEST body, 
without the need of motors. It is close to 
a perpetual motion machine in that it can 
create energy and impulses. It thinks with
out facsimiles, it can act without experience, 
it can know simply by being. When we have 
talked of optimum performance in Dianetics 
or Scientology, we have talked about the 
actual top level capabilities of the theta 
being, not the capabilities of the MEST 
being. Early work in Dianetics treats of the 
composite called homo sapiens and treats 
that composite for what it is, an identity of 
several parts which act in greater or lesser 
coordination. You can go right on treating 
this composite being as a unit, you can go 
right on treating him and getting results 
for which you will be praised. But you must 
know that you are not treating the actual 
identity when you treat the MEST body. You 
are furthering a composite, and actually you 
are subscribing to the International Cult 
called “Care of the body.”

You can, at your own choice, go on living 
with and processing this composite known as 
homo sapiens and create homo novis. You 
can use Dianetics to make hitherto im

possible strides. But be advised that in this 
choice you are living with paradoxes which 
no philosopher in all the ages ever recon
ciled— the injustice of death, the depravity 
of human beings as in Plato, the penalty of 
assisting another, the impossibility of having 
good ARC and survival too, the liability of 
being kind and merciful and every “un
answerable” religious paradox known. You, 
by persisting in yesterday's reality are per
sisting then in problems which have never 
been resolved with the factors accepted. 
You are demanding of a MEST-theta com
posite that he be self-determined when every 
zephyr from a hard universe contains death 
for him and can turn him like a top; you are 
demanding that he be “careful” when his 
only salvation is to be care-free; you are 
saddling him with all the unanswered riddles 
of an aberrated life in an aberrated world. 
And you are condemning a preclear to the 
dwindling spiral— for the theta-being as 
part of the composite decays fast and soon 
dies forever in the rigid apathy of MEST.

Thus Scientology is given you. In lieu of 
this data the only thing which could be given 
Man is the answering salute to the gladiators 
— they who are about to die.

As an auditor, the choice is yours to make 
— the parodoxes or the answer.

L. RON HUBBARD

SCIENTOLOGY: the EVOLUTIONARY STEP

that is releasing mankind. L. RON HUBBARD’s CREATIVE PROCESSING FOR 
GROUPS and INDIVIDUALS on APPLIED SCIENTOLOGY levels, gives us a way of 
life, never before available in this lifetime.

IN Q U IR E  A BO U T  R EG IST ER IN G  YO U R  O W N  
S C IE N T O L O G Y  STU DY G R O U P  A S  A  HUBBARD  
A S S O C IA T IO N  O F  SC IE N T O L O G IS T S  (HAS).

ACCRED ITED  L IC EN SED  G R O U P  with S C IE N 
T O LO G Y  C O U N C IL .  Affiliate S E Q U O IA  U N IV E R 
SITY of CALIF. Associate L. R O N  HUBBARD. A u 
thorized by L. R O N  H UBBARD  as one of the 
C O M M U N IC A T IO N S  CENTERS for organ ized  H AS  
G RO U PS.

SPEC IA L  IN T RO D U C TO R Y  C O U R SES  IN  S C IE N 
T O LO G Y  are available with tapes and  D ATA  
SHEETS as follows:

1. L. R O N  HUBBARD  G R O U P  A U D IT IN G  
CO URSE: S ix  hours tapes. A  basic unit for 
uses of CREATIVE P R O C E SS IN G  by anyone 
w ork ing with G RO U PS. Especially prepared 
for teachers.

2. B A S IC  SC IEN T O L O G Y :  Developed around a 
new text by R IC H AR D  de M ILLE  (FOLGERE), 
‘ /NTRO DUCT/O N  TO S C IE N T O L O G Y . "  This 
forms with tapes, data sheets, special ques
tions related to its five sections a  basic EX
TERNAL STU DY course. It is correlated with 
available  L. R O N  H UBBARD  texts, to make 
an exciting course for the beg inner and  
the potential group  director.

3. APPLIED  SC IE N T O L O G Y :  FA M ILY  and  CH ILD  
development. CREATIVE M U S IC A L  process
ing. New  and unusual approaches to so lv
ing our serious M EST  problems. Tapes and 
D AT A  SHEETS available.

WRITE WIRE PHONE 
JO A N N A  WALSH, Director, Department Scientology

SCIENTOLOGY COUNCIL, HI 0257; res. DU 4-5352 
7070 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

THE PUBLISHING OF AN ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT BY THE HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS.
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WIN-LOSE
It is noteworthy that as the preclear 

ascends the tone-scale, his desire to win 

increases. Those low on the tone-scale even 

when they think they are trying to win, will 

almost uniformly set up their problems and 

solutions so that they will lose.

Homo sapiens has little conversation with 

true competence. There is an astonishing 

level of winningness above 4.0 where com

petence becomes a joy like poetry.

Regret of competence ensues when one 

has employed competence to injure another 

being drastically. The duellist begins with 

joy in competence of swordhandling and 

before long, because of the counter-emotion 

he receives from his practice of the art, con

ceives disgust for competence. In a later 

life, he will carry this into everything he 

does, so fearing that he will employ com

petence to injure that he dares not practice 

competence in the smallest things; and by 

failing to practice competence introduces 

losingness to the injury of himself and others. 

A  man who instinctively recoils from compe

tence and perfection, at the wheel of a car, 

will sometimes cause an accident rather than 

avoid one if competence of a high order is 

required in the avoidance.

To win one must wish to win. When one 

no longer desires to win, one no longer 

desires to live.

INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTOLOGY

by  R ichard d eM ille , H D A , PhD (Folgere)

Prof. Sen. Seq u o ia  University

The book that you have been ask in g  for. Plainly 
and  sim ply written, exp la in ing  and  outlin ing the 
W O R K S  O F  L. R O N  HUBBARD. A  complete b ib liog 
raphy of ail the techniques, reference material 
and  where to find them.

For the B E G IN N E R  w ho asks, "W h a t  is S C IE N 
T O LO G Y  and  D IA N E T IC S . "  A  complete reference, 
for the pro fessional A U D IT O R  and  student.

Place your order now. $3.75 plus tax in C a li
fornia. Thirty per cent d iscount on orders o f ten 
or more.

S C IE N T O L O G Y  C O U N C IL , Book  Department 
7 0 7 0  H o llyw o od  Bou levard, H o llyw ood  28, Calif. 
Affiliate Seq u o ia  University of California 
Associate L. R O N  H UBBARD

Scientology complete in an environment

proper to the subject.

The Doctorate Course

$500.

Director: John Neugebauer, D. Sen.

THE HUBBARD FOUNDAT ION
237 North Sixteenth Street • Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Phones: Rlttenhouse 6-5714; LOcust 7-9945

CONSULTING
SCIENTOLOGISTS

HUBERT J. GIBBS, B. Sen.
802 West 17th Street 

North Vancouver, B.C., Canada

CRYSTAL GULLEDGE, HCA 
1 25 Redan 

Houston 9, Texas

NO RM AN  JAMES, B. Sen.
1914 Vi Austin 
Houston, Texas

IVAL A. MAINARD, B. Sen.
109 Center Street 

Elgin, Illinois

JOHN McCORMICK, B. Sen.
235 Playa Del Sur 
La Jolla, California

THELA NEWCOMER, B. Sen.
RD1 Williamsport, Pa.

WILL ROTH, B. Sen.
310 Robert Lee 

Houston 9, Texas

DODIE SCHAFFER, HCA 
1260A East 4th Street 

Long Beach, Calif.

W ILLIAM H. YOUNG, B. Sen. 
516 Colorado Bldg.

14th & E Sts., N.W., Washington, D.C.

“ Every now and then there appear in the 

history of humanity gigantic thinkers who 

shape and mould our mental processes for 

centuries to come. In our own time, we are 

witnessing the turning of a page in human 

history. The birth of a new era is in the air; 

a host of men in all walks of life feel it 

unconsciously and work in the same direc

tion. A  few leading mathematicians have 

made these unconscious strivings of mankind 

conscious— without them we would feel our 

way but in the darkness, which is a slow—  

very slow— process of guesswork, whereas 

with their work our path is clear.

“What I here call the inevitable is the 

coming of the empire of sound logic— a 

logic demanding scientific knowledge of 

human nature, adjusting human beliefs, in

stitutions, doctrines, and conduct to the es

sential facts and laws of human nature, and 

converting the pseudo-sciences of ethics, 

economics and government into genuine 

sciences for promoting human welfare.

“The ‘Brotherhood of M an ’, of which we 

all dream, can be accomplished only and ex

clusively by the ‘Brotherhood of Doctrines'."

ALFRED KORZYBSKI

THE PUBLISHING OF AN ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT BY THE HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS.
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DATA

Professional m em bership  in the H ubbard  A ssoc ia 
tion of Scientologists costs $25. a  year. M em bers 
receive a  ye a r’s subscription to SC IE N T O L O G Y , 
inclusion in the H A S  directory a s m ailed to en
qu iring preclears, and  26 issues of the PRO FES
S IO N A L  A U D IT O R S  BULLETIN. Professional mem
bersh ip  is. automatically granted until the next 
renewal period, to all g raduates of certified 
schools. Non-certified auditors may ap p ly  for 
Specia l M em bersh ip  and  receive the same service 
at the sam e cost: this p rovision  is made because 
there are  m any go o d  b oo k  audito rs w ho  should  
have this data. Specia l M em bers are not, however, 
recom mended to preclears. A n  add itional $10. 
b rings the PAB from London by  airmail. US mem
bers m ay have the journal sent by a ir for $1.50. 
The Philadelphia  sales office give s professional 
members a 2 0 %  discount on most publications.

SU B SC R IP T IO N  for one year to S C IE N T O L O G Y  
costs $3.50. The journal is issued twice monthly, 
so that it will have completed its first year of pub
lication with issue 24-G. Subscribers who live in 
the United States m ay have the m agazine  sent by  
airm ail upon paym ent of an add itiona l $1.50.

G R O U PS: To register a s  a  group, send in the name 
of the g roup  and  a list o f members, ind icating 
which member will handle the correspondence. 
W e  will send you a charter. Registered group s are 
entitled to a 3 0 %  d iscount on most H A S  publica
tions. The G roup  Course, a  six hour lecture series 
by L. Ron H ubbard  about Creative Processing can 
be ordered from London and  Ph iladelph ia  for $30. 
O ther recorded lectures by Dr. H ubbard  are ava il
able at $10. an hour. A  listing of these will appear 
in the journal soon. The list will p robab ly  in
clude the fifty lectures from which were derived 
the course booklets, and  m any others, including 
the Code of Honor.

B O O K  L I ST
All by  L. RON HUBBARD:

H O W  TO LIVE THOUGH A N  EXECUTIVE. The Hubbard Manual of Com
munication. How to set up an efficient organization large or small that 
does not depend on the whims or memories of a few persons for 
successful operation...................................................................$3.00

SCIENTOLOGY: 8-80. The discovery and increase of life energy in the
genus homo sapiens......................... .........................................$3.00

THE INDIVIDUAL TRACK MAP. This book contains charts which give in brief
form the three principal tracks; current life, genetic and thetan lines. .$2.00

WHAT TO AUDIT . . . Technique 88. Contains a list and short description
of the principal incidents to be found in a human being..................$2.50

ELECTROPSYCHOMETRIC AUDITING. A  simple and precise account of the
theory and operation of the E-meter............................................ $2.00

KEY TO THE UNCONSC IOUS . . .  a work book of symbols..................... $2.50

THIS IS SCIENTOLOGY, Science of Certainty . . . special issue 16-G of the
journal of Scientology, containing L. Ron Hubbard’s latest work. . . .$ .50

S P E C I A L  I T E M S

(group or professional discounts do not apply)

Ten Handbooks for Preclears . . .(postage extra )..................................$2.50

One Handbook and one Advanced Procedures & Axiom s....................... $1.25

DIANETICS The Modern Science of Mental Health............................ . $4.00

SCIENTOLOGY: 88. Hand written on special photo-litho plates, a few 
copies were struck off and bound in white leatherette and gold. A  
very few copies, reserved and never picked up, are available. A 
collector’s item ........................................................................ $25.00

Professional Course Booklets by Folgere. 50 booklets based on Dr. Hub
bard's 1952 lectures . . . complete set.........................................$25.00

SELF ANALYSIS IN SCIENTOLOGY
By L. Ron Hubbard, C. E., D.Scn.

An up-to-date self processing book. Will give better results than a 
mid-1952 professional auditor. Creative processing. The primary tool 
for an auditor............................................................................ $3.00

SELF ANALYSIS IN DIANETICS. The same book. British edition. No 
discounts ..............................  ................................................. $3.00
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